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The COVID 19 pandemic has imposed fresh new challenges for educational institutions. Across the world, these institutions are looking at ways to reorganize themselves, go online, reorganize curriculums, make classroom sessions “safe”, stagger sessions. The problem is aggravated by the fact that public transport, school buses and similar modes of getting to school themselves pose a risk of catching the disease. At the other end of the social spectrum, for communities such as migratory pastoralists, attending regular school has always been a challenge. A primary reason being, they are often several kilometers away with their families and animals on migration with no schools nearby.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) through their SDG 4 promise quality education and lifelong learning opportunities to citizens of the 193 countries who are signatories. Additionally, in India, the Right to Education promises free and compulsory education to all children between the ages of 6 to 14. However, education is mainly considered as being delivered through schools.

For several pastoral communities school enrollment is a problem as schools themselves are designed for children who do not migrate. Curriculums are also designed for
nonmigratory populations. For those who do manage to attend school, the education received can mean an exit from pastoralism and their traditional livelihood.

Distance, remote and online education seem to offer the solution for pastoral communities to get educated and help countries meet their targets of SDG 4. The questions this paper looks at are the barriers, challenges and opportunities for this kind of education and is based on the association and experience that Anthra – an NGO in India has had working closely with migratory pastoral families for several years.
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